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Using the general relativistic conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium and fitting with values obtained from
numerical integration of structure equations we derive approximate mass and radius formulas for static and
uniformly rotating strange stars obeying the bag model equation of state. In the static case our formulas can
reproduce the values of the mass and radius of the quark star with an error smaller than 1%. The maximum
mass and radius of the strange stars can be predicted by fitting only one set of static configuration data. With
the use of results obtained for the static configuration and with some supplementary assumptions about the
behavior of the metric tensor at the center of the star, we can predict the rotational properties of maximally
rotating strange stars within an error of 3%. From the approximate formulas we can derive the ‘‘empirical’’
formula relating the maximum rotation frequency of the uniformly rotating strange stars to the mass and radius
of the maximum allowable static configuration.
PACS number~s!: 97.60.Jd, 12.38.MhI. INTRODUCTION
It has been argued that strange quark matter, consisting of
u, d, and s quarks is energetically the most favorable state of
quark matter @1,2#. Witten @1# suggested that there are two
ways to form strange matter: the quark-hadron phase transi-
tion in the early universe and conversion of neutron stars into
strange ones at ultrahigh densities. In the theory of strong
interactions quark bag models suppose that the breaking of a
physical vacuum takes place inside hadrons. As a result
vacuum energy densities inside and outside a hadron become
essentially different and the vacuum pressure on the bag wall
equilibrates the pressure of quarks thus stabilizing the sys-
tem. If the hypothesis of the quark matter is true, then some
of neutrons stars could actually be strange stars, built entirely
of strange matter @3,4#. However, there are arguments against
the existence of strange stars @5#.
Several mechanisms have been proposed for the forma-
tion of quark stars. For example, strange stars are expected to
form during the collapse of the core of a massive star after
the supernova explosion @6#. Another possibility is that some
rapidly spinning neutron stars in low-mass x-ray binaries
~LXMB’s! can accrete sufficient mass to undergo a phase
transition to become strange stars @7#. Some of the millisec-
ond pulsars may be strange stars because LXMB’s are be-
lieved to be the progenitors of millisecond pulsars. Strange
stars have also been proposed as sources of unusual astro-
physical phenomena, e.g., soft g-ray repeaters @8#, pulsating
x-ray burster @9#, cosmological g-ray bursts @7,10#, SAX
J1808.4-3658 @11#, etc. The mechanism of the phase transi-
tion from neutron to quark stars in low LXMB’s also results
in the excitation of stellar radial oscillations that can be
damped by gravitational wave radiation instead of internal
viscosity @12#. The discovery of kHz quasiperiodic oscilla-
tion in LXMB’s @13# implies that the compact stellar object
*Email address: hrspksc@hkucc.hku.hk
†Email address: tcharko@hkusua.hku.hk0556-2821/2000/62~8!/083001~9!/$15.00 62 0830must have very soft equation of state, which is consistent
with that of strange stars @14#.
Assuming that interactions of quarks and gluons are suf-
ficiently small the energy density e5rc2 and pressure p of a
quark-gluon plasma at temperature T and chemical potential
m f ~the subscript f denotes the various quark flavors u,d,s,
etc.! can be calculated by thermal theory. Neglecting quark
masses and supposing that quarks are confined to the bag
volume ~in the case of a bare strange star, the boundary of
the bag coincides with stellar surface!, the equation of state
is
p5
~e24B !
3 , ~1!
where B is the difference between the energy density of the
perturbative and nonperturbative QCD vacuum ~the bag con-
stant!. Equation ~1! is essentially the equation of state of a
gas of massive particles with corrections due to the QCD
trace anomaly and perturbative interactions. These are al-
ways negative, reducing the energy density at given tempera-
ture by about a factor of 2 @15#. This equation of state does
not depend upon quark flavor number, hence it will be cor-
rect either for strange quark matter (ms→0) or for normal
quark matter (ms→‘). For any intermediate values of ms
the equation of state gives the pressure with error less than
4% @5#. Thus the equation of state of strange matter is mainly
determined by the vacuum energy density B.
The equation of state ~1! has been the basis for the study
of most of the static relativistic models of strange stars. A
complete description of static strange stars has been obtained
based on numerical integration of mass continuity and
Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov ~TOV! ~hydrostatic equilib-
rium! equations for different values of the bag constant @3,4#.
Using numerical methods the maximum gravitational mass
M max , the maximum baryon mass M B ,max[1.66310227 kg
3NB ~NB is the total baryon number of the stellar configu-
ration!, and the maximum radius Rmax of the strange star,
have been obtained, as a function of the bag constant, in the
form @1,4,16–18#©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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1.9638M (
AB60
, M Bmax5
2.6252M (
AB60
,
Rmax5
10.172 km
AB60
, ~2!
where B60[B/(60 MeV fm23).
In the slow rotation approximation the rotational proper-
ties of strange stars have been investigated in @19# and @20#.
As far as rotational deformations are concerned, there are a
number of detailed differences between the strange star mod-
els and standard neutron stars. Exact numerical calculations
of rapidly rotating strange stars were done by @18,21,22#.
Rotation increases the maximum allowable mass of strange
stars and the equatorial radius of the maximum mass con-
figuration. Reference @18# obtained for the maximum mass
and radius of quark stars the following two formulas:
M max
rot 5
2.831M (
AB60
, Req,Mmax
rot 5
16.54 km
AB60
. ~3!
Because of the nonspherical symmetry of rapidly rotating
stationary stellar configurations and in view of the compli-
cated character of the interplay of the effects of rotation and
of those of general relativity, at first sight it seems difficult to
find a simple universal relation between the mass and radius
of nonrotating configurations with maximum allowable mass
M max
stat and radius Rmax
stat and the maximum rotation frequency.
However, @16,17# have found a simple relation connecting
the maximum rotation frequency Vmax with the maximum
mass and radius of the static configuration
Vmax5CS M maxstatM ( D
1/2S Rmaxstat10 kmD
23/2
, ~4!
with C a constant which does not sensitively depend on the
equation of state of dense matter. Equation ~4! has been
checked by @23# for 13 equations of state of dense matter and
by @24# for 12 realistic equations of state. The value of the
constant C has been obtained by fitting equation ~4! with
data obtained by numerically integrating the gravitational
field equations. It is given by C57700 s21 @23# or by C
57730 s21 @18#. In the case of strange stars the empirical
formula holds with a very good precision, the relative devia-
tion not exceeding 2% @18#.
It is the purpose of the present paper to derive approxi-
mate mass and radius formulas for general relativistic static
and rotating equilibrium strange matter configurations de-
scribed by the bag model equation of state ~1!. In order to do
this only the general relativistic thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions are used. In the case of the static star the two
arbitrary integration functions involved are obtained by fit-
ting the obtained representations for mass and radius with the
data resulted from the numerical integration of the TOV and
mass continuity equations. The final relations give the mass
and radius of a strange star as a function of the central den-
sity and of the bag constant. They exactly describe the basic
physical parameters ~mass and radius! of strange stars from08300the case of strange matter at zero pressure, rc54B , up to the
upper limit of stability of the quark star, M52M ( . The
results obtained for static configurations are extended to ro-
tating strange stars whose surface is described by the Kerr
line element. Imposing the condition of the thermodynamic
equilibrium mass-radius formulas are obtained that depend
on three unknown functions. An appropriate ~but empirical!
choice of these parameters leads to the description of the
mass and radius of rapidly rotating equilibrium strange star
configurations within a mean precision of 3%. As an appli-
cation of the obtained analytical representations for mass and
radius we give a derivation of the ‘‘empirical’’ relation ~4!
and we calculate the expression of the total energy of the
static strange star. Obtaining general relations for mass and
radius of stars is also of practical importance. For example,
the existence of such relations enables rapid and precise cal-
culations of the upper bounds of global parameters of stellar
structures.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the basic
formalism is described and mass and radius formulas for
static quark stars are obtained. In Sec. III we discuss rotating
strange matter configurations with the vacuum boundary de-
scribed by the Kerr geometry. In Sec. IV we discuss and
conclude our results.
II. APPROXIMATE MASS AND RADIUS FORMULAS
FOR STATIC STRANGE STARS
The changes caused by the general theory of relativity in
the conditions of thermal equilibrium are of fundamental im-
portance. In a constant gravitational field we must distin-
guish the conserved energy E0 of any small part of the stellar
object from the energy E measured by an observer situated at
a given point. These two quantities are related by E0
5EAg00 @25#, where g00 is the time component of the metric
tensor. A similar change occurs in the condition of the con-
stancy of the chemical potential m5(]E/]N)S ,V throughout
the star. Since the particle number N is a constant for the
stellar object, at any point inside the gravitating body the
chemical potential obeys the relation mAg005const @26#.
Since we suppose that the strange star is in thermal equi-
librium a similar relation also holds for the temperature T,
TAg005const @26#. Consequently, m/T5const inside the
compact object and dm/m5dT/T . At constant volume
~equal to unity! we have dp5sdT1ndm , where s and n are
the entropy and number of particles in unit volume of the
body, respectively. With the use of dT5T(dm/m) and tak-
ing into account that mn1sT5e1p we obtain the following
equation relating the chemical potential to the energy density
and pressure of the star @26#:
dm
m
5
dp
e1p . ~5!
Consider now a static equilibrium quark matter configu-
ration satisfying the bag model equation of state ~1!. Let us
compare the values of the chemical potential m5Sm f at two
points: at the center of the star and at the vacuum boundary.
From mAg005const we obtain1-2
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where the indices C and S refer to the center and to surface
of the quark star, respectively. At the vacuum boundary the
gravitational field of the strange star is described by the
Schwarzschild solution, which gives g0051S22GM /c2R
@25#, where M and R are the total mass and radius of the
strange star, respectively. In the following we denote the
time component g00 of the metric tensor at the center of the
strange star by g00lC5C(rC ,B).
From a physical point of view C(rC ,B) can be related via
the relation 1/C215zc to the redshift zc of a photon emitted
from the center of the quark star. For a given static strange
matter configuration the value of the function C depends
only on the central density of the quark star rC and on the
bag constant B. Therefore, from Eq. ~6! we obtain
mC
2
mS
2 5
1
C~rC ,B !
S 12 2GM
c2R D . ~7!
With the use of the bag model equation of state ~1! we can
integrate Eq. ~5! to obtain m5C0(e2B)1/4. The integration
constant C0 can be determined by calculating the chemical
potential at the center of the quark star. Hence we obtain
C05mC /(eC2B)1/4 and the variation of the chemical poten-
tial inside the quark star can be represented as
m5
mC
~eC2B !1/4
~e2B !1/4. ~8!
At the surface of the star eS→4B . Therefore, from Eq. ~8!
it follows that
mS5~3B !1/4
mC
~eC2B !1/4
. ~9!
In order to simplify the notation we introduce a dimension-
less parameter h5rC /B , so that C(rC ,B)5C(h). Elimi-
nating mC /mS from Eqs. ~7! and ~9! we obtain the following
exact formula for the mass-radius ratio of a strange star:
M
R 5
c2
2G F12C~h!S h213 D
1/2G . ~10!
For a given equation of state the mass-radius ratio of the
star depends on the values of the metric tensor component at
the center of the star C(h), only. A possible representation
for the function giving the values of g00 at the center of the
quark star is in the form of a power series C(h)5const
1Si(ai /hi), with ai constants.
As applied on the star surface the mass continuity equa-
tion leads to a rough approximation of the quark star mass of
the form dM /dr’M /R;16pBR2. A mass-radius relation
of this form could also describe zero-pressure quark matter,
with p50 and r5rC54B . But for densities greater than 4B
the effects determined by the large central density become
important. Hence for strange quark stars we propose the fol-
lowing mass-radius relation:08300M5
16pB
3 a~h!R
3
, ~11!
with a(h) a function describing the variation in the quark
star mass due to the increase of the central density.
The exact form and the values of the functions C(h) and
a(h) can be determined only by numerically integrating the
gravitational field equations. By fitting the numerical data
@27# for the mass and radius of the strange star with the
expressions ~10! and ~11! we obtain the following represen-
tations for these functions ~in the present paper we consider
B51014 g/cm3556 MeV/fm3!:
C~h!544.005
1
h3
26.68158
1
h2
12.7403
1
h
10.0554667,
~12!
a~h!50.0000521833h320.00378523h2
10.11456h10.624094. ~13!
The numerical constants in Eqs. ~12! and ~13! depend on B
because the numerical data have been calculated at a given
B. For the polynomial fittings ~12! and ~13! the correlation
coefficient r50.9997 and the probability P,0.001. There-
fore, for a given value of the bag constant B we obtain the
following exact representations for the radius and mass of
the static strange matter configuration obeying the MIT bag
model equation of state:
Rstat~h!5S 3c232pGB D
1/2F 1
a~h! S 12C~h!S h213 D
1/2D G1/2,
~14!
M stat~h!5
)
2 S c
2
32pGB D
1/2
a~h!21/2
3F12C~h!S h213 D
1/2G3/2. ~15!
Here, we want to emphasize that Eqs. ~14! and ~15! become
incorrect as rC→4B , which corresponds to the zero-pressure
situation.
The variations of the radius and mass for a strange star as
a function of the parameter h (B51014 g/cm3) are repre-
sented in Figs. 1 and 2. For the sake of comparison we have
also presented the data obtained by numerically integrating
the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov ~TOV! and hydrostatic
equilibrium equations @27#. Using Eqs. ~12!–~15! we can re-
produce the values of the mass and radius of the quark star
obtained by numerical integration with an error smaller than
1%. The maximum radius of the strange star is obtained from
the condition dR/dh50. The corresponding algebraic equa-
tion has the solution hmax
R 59.99012 ~this value depends of
course on the value of B!, giving the value of the ratio of the
central pressure and bag constant for the maximum allow-
able radius Rmax of the static strange star. This can be ex-
pressed as1-3
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stat 50.569 9063A 3c232pBG , ~16!
and its numerical value for B51014 g/cm3 is Rmax51.1436
3106 cm. From the condition dM /dh50 it follows that
hmax
(M) 522.41173 and the maximum mass of the static quark
star is given by
M max
stat 50.297 8663
)
2~32pB !1/2 S c
2
G D
3/2
. ~17!
From Eq. ~17! and for the chosen value of the bag con-
stant, we obtain a value of M max52.016M ( . These results
are in good agreement with the previously proposed @1,4#
maximum radius and mass values, given by Eq. ~2! @from
Eq. ~2! and for B556 MeV/fm3 we obtain M max52.03M (#.
FIG. 1. Variation of the radius R ~in units of 106 cm! of the
static strange star as a function of the parameter h5rC /B . The
solid curve represents the values of the radius calculated with Eq.
~14!, while the points represent the values of the radius of the quark
star obtained by numerically integrating the general relativistic
structure equations.
FIG. 2. Variation of the mass M ~in solar mass units! of the
static strange star as a function of the parameter h. The solid
curve represents the values of the mass calculated with Eq. ~15!,
while the points represent the values of the mass of the strange star
obtained by numerically integrating the general relativistic structure
equations.08300For values of h.hmax
(M) static quark star models would be
unstable to radial perturbations.
III. ROTATING EQUILIBRIUM STRANGE STAR
CONFIGURATIONS
Rotation is a basic property of stellar objects. The general
relativistic theory of rapidly rotating objects is of great in-
trinsic interest because of its important applications in astro-
physics. An analytic vacuum solution to the Einstein gravi-
tational field equations, the Kerr metric @28#, which is
asymptotically flat and has the general properties expected of
an exterior metric of a rotating object has been known for
many years. But up to now attempts to fit a perfect fluid
interior solution to this exterior metric have been unsuccess-
ful. The study of the rotation of neutron or strange stars has
been done mainly using refined numerical methods. Since it
is expected that the quark star should be associated with
LXMB’s ~one of which has been confirmed to contain a mil-
lisecond compact object @29,30#! the study of the rotational
properties of strange stars can be used to constrain the equa-
tion of state of the ultradense matter.
To describe the interior of the rotating quark star we adopt
the formalism of @18,31#. Under the hypothesis of stationary,
axial symmetry and purely azimuthal motion a coordinate
system (t ,r ,u ,f) can be chosen so that inside the star the
line element takes the form
ds25N2c2dt22B2r2 sin2 u~df2Nfcdt !2
2A2dr21r2du2, ~18!
where N, Nf, A, and B are functions of r and u only. The
fluid 3 velocity, as measured by the locally nonrotating ob-
server, is given by U5Br sin u @(V2Nf)/N#, where V
5df/dt is the angular velocity of a fluid element moving in
the f direction ~physically it is the angular velocity as mea-
sured by an observer at spatial infinity! @18,31#. From the
point of view of our thermodynamic approach the most im-
portant result is the equation of the stationary motion, which
results from the Bianchi identities and which for a perfect
fluid reduces to @31#
1
e1p
]p
]xi
1
]n
]xi
2
]
]xi
~ ln G!52F
]V
]xi
, ~19!
where we denoted F5G2(A2B/N)Ur sin u, n5ln N, and G
5(12U2/c2)21/2. If V5const ~case called uniform or rigid
rotation! and with the use of the bag equation of state ~1!,
Eq. ~19! can be integrated to give the following fundamental
result describing the stationary equilibrium of a rotating
strange star:
F2n1 12 ln~e2B !2lnS 12 U
2
c2
D G
center
5F2n1 12 ln~e2B !2lnS 12 U
2
c2
D G
surface
. ~20!1-4
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of the well-known static Bianchi identity dn/dr522/(e
1p)dp/dr @25#.
The metric outside rotating stars has been computed
numerically for both neutron and quark star configur-08300ations. But for the sake of simplicity in the present paper
we assume that the vacuum boundary of the rotating
strange star is described by the Kerr metric @28# in
the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, which has the form
@32,33#:ds25S 12 2GMr/c2
r21a2 cos2 u/c2D c2dt22 r
21a2 cos2 u/c2
r21a2/c222GMr/c2 dr
22~r21a2 cos2 u/c2!dr22~r21a2 sin2 u/c2!du2
2F ~r21a2/c2!sin2 u1 2GMra2 sin4 u/c2
r21a2 cos2 u/c2 Gdf222 2GMra sin
2 u/c2
r21a2 cos2 u/c2 cdtdf . ~21!In this form the Kerr metric is manifestly axially symmet-
ric and closely resembles the Schwarzschild solution in its
standard form. M is the mass of the source and the parameter
a is the ratio between the angular momentum J and the mass
of the rotating quark matter configuration: a52J/M . The
negative sign in the definition of a should be stressed: a body
rotating in a positive sense will have a positive J and a nega-
tive a @32#.
We apply Eq. ~20! at two points: at the center of the dense
core and at the pole of the rotating quark star. At the center
of the star and along the rotation axis U50. We denote C rot
(1)
as the value of the metric tensor component g00 at the center
of the star. At the polar point u50 and r5Rp5const, where
Rp is the polar radius of the star. Therefore, in this point the
line element is given by
dspol
2 5S 12 2GMc2Rp 111 a2
c2RP
2
D c2dt2.
From the definition of the angular momentum J5IV , where
I is the moment of inertia of the star. Consequently, from Eq.
~20! we obtain the following exact mass-polar radius relation
for strange stars:M
Rp
5
c2
2G S 11 a
2
c2Rp
D S 12C rot~1 !Ah213 D . ~22!
Let us apply now Eq. ~20! for two points situated in the
equatorial plan of the rotating quark star: at the center of the
star and at the equator, respectively. At the equator r5Re
5const and u5p/2 ~Re is the equatorial radius of the star!.
Rotation in general changes the distribution of the mass in
the body and the moment of inertia is a function of the an-
gular velocity V. But as a first approximation we shall define
it via the Newtonian expression I5 25 MRe
2
, then a
52 25 Re
2V . For a uniform rotation the rotation angle of the
source and/or observer at the equator is f5Vt . Taking into
account these results we obtain the Kerr metric at the equator
of the rotating strange star in the form
dseq
2 5F12 2GM
c2Re
S 12 aV
c2
D 22 Re2V2
c2 S 11 a2c2Re2D Gc2dt2.
~23!
With the use of Eqs. ~20! and ~23! we obtain the follow-
ing exact mass-equatorial radius relation for rotating strange
stars:M
Re
5
c2
2G F 12C rot~2 !~h ,V ,Re!Ah213 2 Re2V2c2 S 11 425 Re2V2c2 DS 12 25 Re2V2c2 D 2 G . ~24!
In Eq. ~24! we have defined a new arbitrary function
C rot
(2)(h ,V ,Re)5C rot(1)(h ,V ,Re)@(12U2/c2)21/2#r5Re. We
denote the ratio of the polar radius and equatorial radius ~the
oblateness of the star! by e, e5Rp /Re . For a rapidly rotatingstrange star we assume that the condition
a2/c2Rp
25(4/25)e2Re2V2!1 holds. Therefore, from
Eqs. ~22! and ~24! we obtain the oblateness of the star in the
form1-5
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Rp
Re
5
12C rot
~2 !~h ,V ,Re!Ah213 2
Re
2V2
c2
S 11 425 Re
2V2
c2
D
S 12 25 Re
2V2
c2
D 2S 12C rot~1 !~h ,V ,Re!Ah213 D
.
~25!
In the case of the static strange star we have proposed Eq.
~11! as the mass-radius relation. We generalize this relation
to the rotating case by assuming that the mass of the rotating
strange star is related to its equatorial radius and to the pa-
rameter e by
M5
16pB
3 Re
3C rot
~3 !~h ,V ,Re!e , ~26!
with C rot
(3)(h ,V ,Re) being a function describing the com-
bined general relativistic effects due to rotation and variation
of central density. In the static case Rp5Re , e51, and Eq.
~26! reduces to Eq. ~11!. Equations ~22! and ~24!–~26! give a
complete description of the mass and radius of the rotating
strange star.
The present approach, which is basically thermodynamic
in its essence, cannot predict the exact form and the values of
the functions C rot
(i)
, i51,2,3. The only thing we can do is to
assume, also based on the static case, some empirical forms
for these functions and to check if the resulting formulas can
give a satisfactory description of rotating strange star con-
figurations. Therefore, we propose the following approxi-
mate empirical expressions for these unknown parameters:
C rot
~1 !~h ,V ,Re!’
1
2 F9S 12 Re
2V2
c2
D 27GC~h!, ~27!
C rot
~2 !~h ,V ,Re!5S 12 Re2V2c2 D
3/2
C~h!, ~28!
C rot
~3 !~h ,V ,Re!5a~h!, ~29!
the best fitting with the numerical data is obtained for
C rot
~1 !~h ,V ,Re!5F4.46346S 12 Re2V2c2 D 23.432GC~h!.
Here C(h) and a(h) are the functions corresponding to
the static case given by Eqs. ~12! and ~13!. We compare
our results obtained with the use of Eqs. ~22! and ~24!–~29!
with the results provided by @22# obtained by numerically
integrating the gravitational field equations for maximally
rotating strange stars. The results of @22# are also in very
good agreement with the results of the exact numerical mod-
els of rotating strange stars built of self-bounded quark mat-
ter of @18#, the difference between these two works being
smaller than 1%. In Fig. 3 we have represented the variation08300of the mass-equatorial ratio for rotating strange stars, given
by Eq. ~24! and the values presented in @22#, calculated for
the same values of the central density and angular velocity.
The mean of the difference between these two sets of values
is smaller than 2%. In Fig. 4 we present the oblateness pa-
rameter e. The values obtained with the use of Eq. ~25! also
agree with the ones obtained by numerically integrating the
gravitational field equations within a mean error range of
2%. Figure 5 represents the variation of the mass of the
rapidly rotating strange matter configuration in the two ap-
proaches.
From Eqs. ~24! and ~26! we obtain the following repre-
sentation of the equatorial radius of the rotating strange star
as a function of the central density and angular velocity only:
Re’cA 6~12C~h!A~h21 !/3!64pGBa~h!227V2C~h!A~h21 !/3. ~30!
FIG. 3. Mass-equatorial radius ratio ~in units of 1027 g/cm! of
rotating strange stars as a function of the central density of the star,
for values of the angular velocity in the range 7049210 030 s21.
Values obtained from the analytical expression ~solid curve! are
compared with data obtained by Stergioulas et al. @22# numerically
integrating the gravitational field equations ~points!.
FIG. 4. Polar radius-equatorial radius ratio for rotating strange
stars as a function of the angular velocity ~in units of 103 s21!, for
values of the central density in the range hP@5,16.63# . Values
obtained from the analytical expression ~solid curve! are compared
with data obtained by Stergioulas et al. @22# numerically integrating
the gravitational field equations ~points!.1-6
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and radius of the static configuration in the form
Re’S M statRstat D
1/2FM statRstat3 2 9V
2
4G S 12 2GM statc2Rstat D G
21/2
. ~31!
The equatorial radius is defined only for values of the
angular velocity satisfying the condition
9V2
4G S 12 2GM statc2Rstat D< M statRstat3 .
Therefore, we obtain for the maximum admissible angular
velocity of the uniformly rotating strange star the relation
Vmax5CQSS 12 2GM statmax
c2Rstat
max D 21/2S M statmaxM ( D
1/2S Rmaxstat10 kmD
23/2
,
~32!
where CQS52/3AG@(M ()1/2/109#57699 s21.
Equation ~32! is very similar to the ‘‘empirical’’ formula,
given by Eq. ~4!, obtained by @16,17# and further discussed
by @23,24#. The coefficient of proportionality in Eq. ~32! is
independent of the equation of state of the dense matter. The
concordance of the numerical value of the constant CQS ob-
tained in this derivation and the values of @18,23# is very
good, the difference being smaller than 1%. Previous at-
tempts to derive the ‘‘empirical’’ relation ~4! in the slow
rotation limit, but without satisfactory results, are those of
@20# and @34,35#.
Substituting the radius given by Eq. ~30! into Eq. ~26! we
obtain an approximate mass equation relating the mass of
rotating strange star to its central density and to the angular
velocity only. But this equation has a very complicated alge-
braic form and we shall not present it here. The investigation
of the maximum mass and radius of the rotating strange star
can be done even by using the exact formulas obtained above
FIG. 5. The mass of maximally rotating strange stars expressed
in solar mass units, as a function of the angular velocity ~in units of
103 s21!, for values of the central density in the range h
P@5,16.63# . Values obtained from the analytical expression
~solid curve! are compared with data obtained by Stergioulas et al.
@22# numerically integrating the gravitational field equations
~points!.08300only by numerical methods and leads to results very similar
to those published in the previous studies.
The previous results can be also extended to study stellar
objects having strong gravitational fields but uniform and
slow rotation ~slow as compared to the critical angular ve-
locity Vc5(GM /R3)1/2 of the centrifugal breakup!. Slow ro-
tation has usually been considered by using the prescription
of @36#. Homogeneous neutron stars rotating at the secular
instability limit V50.52Vc , which is relevant for pulsars,
are within this bound @37#. For a slowly rotating body the
exterior line element can be obtained by neglecting the terms
proportional to 1/r2 in the Kerr metric @38#. Using the con-
dition of thermodynamic equilibrium and fitting to the results
of numerical investigations or using some supplementary as-
sumptions, high precision mass and radius formulas for
slowly rotating strange stars can also be constructed.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
As an application of the mass and radius formulas ob-
tained for the static strange stars we shall derive an explicit
expression for the total energy of the quark star. The total
energy ~including the gravitational field contribution! inside
an equipotential surface S can be defined, according to
@39,40# to be
E5EM1EF5
c4
8pG jsES@K#ds , ~33!
where j i is a Killing vector field of time translation, js is its
value at S, and @K# is the jump across the shell of the trace of
the extrinsic curvature of S, considered as embedded in the
2-space t5const. EM5*STi
kj iA2gdSk and EF are the en-
ergy of the matter and of the gravitational field, respectively.
This definition is manifestly coordinate invariant. For a static
strange star we obtain for the total energy ~also including the
gravitational contribution! the following expression:
E5ESQM1EF52
c5
~G !3/2A
3
32pB C~h!
3F 1
a~h!
h21
3 S 12C~h!Ah213 D G
1/2
,
~34!
where ESQM is the total energy of the quark matter.
The variation of the total energy of the strange star as a
function of the parameter h is represented in Fig. 6. The
minimum value of the total-matter plus gravitational-energy
of the strange matter configuration is obtained for hmin
55.681 71. The most stable static stellar configuration made
of strange matter is given by quark stars with radius Rstab
59.971793105 cm and with mass M stab50.96558M ( , cor-
responding to values of the central density of the order of
rC55.6813B55.68131014 g/cm3.
In the present paper we have obtained approximate for-
mulas which give the dependence of the radius and mass of
the static and rotating strange stars, built of self-bounded
quark matter described by the MIT bag model, on the central1-7
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static case this is made possible due to the constancy of the
chemical potential inside the star. The two unknown func-
tions involved in the model must be obtained by fitting the
exact formulas with data obtained from the numerical inte-
gration of the structure equations of the quark star. The re-
sulting expression can reproduce the radius and mass of the
static strange star with an error smaller than 1%.
In the rotating case, with the use of the hydrostatic equi-
librium condition that is the consequence of the Bianchi
identities, we have also obtained mass-radius relations, de-
pending on three functions describing the effect of rotation
on strange star structure. These relations are exact in the
sense that they have been obtained without any special as-
sumptions. By assuming some appropriate forms for the un-
known functions we have obtained a description of the mass
and radius of the rotating strange stars which can reproduce
the values obtained by numerical integration of the gravita-
tional field equations with a mean error of around 3%. The
expressions of the unknown parameters have been chosen
following a close analogy with the static case, whose rel-
evance for the study of rotating general relativistic configu-
rations seems to be more important than previously believed.
These functions also incorporate some other general relativ-
istic effects not explicitly taken into account, like the varia-
FIG. 6. Variation of the total energy E ~in the normalization
c5/(G)3/2A3/32pB51! of the static strange quark star.08300tion of the moment of inertia of the star with the angular
velocity. The authors of Ref. @41# have presented a formula
valid for a broad range of realistic equations of state of dense
matter expressing the moment of inertia in terms of stellar
mass and radius. We have not used these results, obtained in
the slow rotation limit because, at least in the case of strange
stars, the Newtonian expression of the moment of inertia also
leads to a quite accurate physical description of the rotating
quark objects. As an application of the obtained formulas we
had given a derivation of the ‘‘empirical’’ formula relating
the maximum angular velocity to the mass and radius of the
static quark star configuration. In the present paper we com-
pared our results only with data obtained for maximally ro-
tating ~so-called ‘‘Keplerian models’’! so the given expres-
sions could be not valid for stars rotating less rapidly. But a
similar analysis leads to high-precision mass and radius for-
mulas valid for a given angular velocity and central density
range.
In the present analysis we restricted ourselves to the case
of strange stars with superdense quark surface, built exclu-
sively of strange quark matter ~bare strange stars!. In prin-
ciple, one should also consider models of strange stars cov-
ered by an envelope ~crust! consisting of nuclei immersed in
an electron gas @3#. The nuclei, forming a crystal lattice of
the crust, are separated from strange matter by a repulsive
Coulomb barrier. The maximum mass of the crust was origi-
nally estimated to be 1025M ( @3#, but more recent estimates
give even a lower value 1026M ( @42#. Within the version of
slow rotation approximation the authors of Ref. @20# have
shown that rapid rotation will increase the maximum mass of
the strange star crust, but its effect on the mass and radius of
the star is still expected to be small. Therefore, the formulas
obtained in the present paper are also applicable for strange
stars with crust with a very good approximation. Hence they
give an accurate description of mass and radius of all stellar-
type quark-matter configurations.
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